1. Statement of the main results. Our primary goal in this note is to establish the following proposition. 
Since co measures the oscillation of ƒ on the partition Lf (of E n ) t we agree to call a a best co-approximation of ƒ (see also [3] ). LEMMA 5. Corresponding to the members e k >0 of the convergent series X)*A, let {f*;} be an ascending chain of €k-nets of f:
TAere w a uniformly convergent sequence of best ^-approximations a* to f* w&öse Kmi/ is a 6es£ ^-approximation to the f unction f attached to f. Theorem 1 was arrived at through an examination of the constructions in [2] . Specifically, the first three lemmas above correspond to the first three theorems in (i) If a k is a best co-approximation of ƒ«*, then so is a k +c for each constant c.
(ii) If a k +\ is a best co-approximation of f e *+i, then there is a constant c such that for each point p£^ (4+i) 
for each fixed k, and consequently this remains true as we let &-><*> ; while we are not assured the convergence of the sequence whose members are co(f-a k o^l^Ai), we can state that /*(ƒ; 02, fa) â lim sup o)(f -a k o <£ 2 1 ypi).
If it happens that the right side of this inequality equals fx(f; $2, fa) then we have established this case; otherwise, we consider a sequence, {c k }, of functions c k Çz®, subject to the specification lim oe(f -c k o tf> 2 1 ^ï) « n(f; 4>h ft)-A comparison of the last two inequalities reveals at once that thereby disposing of the case in question.
The proof of the theorem is completed by applying Lemma 1 above to the last inequality, and using the fact that
Theorem 4 follows at once from the fact that under these circumstances (f> = g ox// for some function g(Ee (see [l] ).
Theorem 5 is verified with the basic inequality <a(f\ S) èco(/| T) whenever SZ)T and the fact that if ^0/^ = 5, then
M(/|S;*,f) = M/|S).
In particular, this theorem implies that in order to optimize our best approximations, all members of L^ should intersect those of L$ in at most one point.
In connection with these results we pose this problem : It is well known that certain partitions of E n cannot qualify for membership in the family of level sets of a continuous function. Thus, for example, when L/ -E n , then ƒ is at most continuous almost everywhere. We ask, therefore, for necessary and sufficient conditions for a partition P of E n to admit a function ƒ G G", such that P = Lf] similarly, under what circumstances can the function so associated with P be continuous merely almost everywhere? BIBLIOGRAPHY 1. D. A. Sprecher, On best approximations in several variables, J. Reine Angew. Math (to appear).
1 On best approximations of f unctions of two variables, (to appear).
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